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A B S T R A C T : Consider a ring of n anonymous processors, i.e. the processors have no id's. Each processor receives an input string and the ring is to
compute a function of the circular input
configuration in the asynchronous bidirectional
model of computation. The complexity of an algorithm is the number of bits or the number of messages sent in the worst case. The complexity of a
function is the lowest complexity of any algorithm
that computes that function. If the function value is
constant for all input configurations, the processors
do not need to send any messages (complexity zero).
On the other hand, we prove that any non-constant
function has bit complexity f~(n logn ) for
anonymous rings. There are non-constant functions
that reach the upper end of the gap, i.e. we exhibit a
non-constant function of bit complexity O (nlogn).
The same gap for the bit complexity of non-constant
functions remains even if the processors have distinct id's, provided that the id's are taken from a
large enough domain. For the case of using the
number of messages sent rather than the number of
bits as the complexity measure, we present a nonconstant function that can be computed with
O (n log* n ) messages on an anonymous ring.
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
There has been an extensive amount of
research on studying computation on a ring of n
asynchronous processors. The ring topology is in a
sense the simplest distributed network that produces
many typical phenomena of distributed computation.
In this model the processors may communicate by
sending messages along the links of the ring, which
are either unidirectional or bidirectional. All the
messages sent reach their targets after a finite, but
unpredictable and unbounded delay. Numerous
algorithms [ASW85, DKR82, P82] have been found
for the asynchronous ring. All these algorithms
require the transmission of ~ ( n logn) bits. This is
not surprising in view of the results of this paper. We
establish a gap theorem for asynchronous distributed
computation on the ring which says that either the
function computed is constant and no messages need
to be sent, or, in case of an arbitrary non-constant
function, ~(nlgn ) bits are required. In the proof we
cannot rely on the particular properties of a function
such as extrema finding [B80, PKR84]. Rather than

that we prove a general lower bound of
arbitrary non-constant functions.

~(nlgn ) for

to find similar functions, if the size of the ring has a
constant non-divisor. In the case where there is no
such non-divisor, the ring seems to be more "symmetric", and it is hard to find non-constant functions
of low message complexity. We exhibit a nonconstant function for arbitrary ring size that requires
O (n log* n ) messages.

In our model there is no leader among the n
processors. All processors run the same program
which may depend on the ring size. We first treat
the case where the ring is unidirectional and the processors have no id's (the anonymous model of
[ASW85]). Then we show that the lower bound
holds also for bidirectional rings, and for rings of
processors with distinct id's, provided the set of possible id's is sufficiently large. Note that in the
anonymous ring without a leader it is necessary that
the processors "know" the ring size. Otherwise the
processors cannot determine when to terminate
[ASW85].

A different sort of "gap" has been found
recently by Mansour and Zaks [MZ85]: consider the
language of input configurations recognized by an
asynchronous ring algorithm with a leader; this
language has bit complexity O (n) iff it is regular;
furthermore every non-regular language requires
f~(nlgn ) bits. There is a crucial difference between
the model of [MS] and our model. They assume that
the processors (including) the leader do not know the
nng size. As mentioned above, there are no gaps if
there is a leader and the processors do know the size
of the nng (which is a necessary condition [ASW85]
for the anonymous nng without a leader which is our
model). Without the knowledge of the ring size the
processors can only compute regular languages on a
nng with a leader and nonregular languages require
~(nlogn) bits. Note that this is exactly the number
of bits required for computing the ring size and intuitively this fact is responsible for the gap shown in
[MZ85]. The results of [MZ85] are analogous to the
classical results for one-tape Tunng machines [T64,
H68].

Let us contrast the anonymous ring with the
model consisting of a chain of asynchronous processors where the head and tail processors of the chain
are distinguished, or with a ring of asynchronous
processors with a leader. If we assume unidirectional communication then any non-trivial function
must require O (n) bits. But in the bidirectional case,
there are simple non-constant functions for any bit
complexity O (c (n)). For example assume that the
inputs are bits and c (n)_<n 2. The input is denoted as
an n -bit word co, the i -th bit COl of co being the input
of the i -th processor. It is not hard to verify that the
following function is a non-constant function of bit
complexity O(c (n)): f (~)=1 iff co contains a palin~rome of 2

I

I

I

I

I 1÷1 bits

Our lower bound proofs rely heavily on the
asynchronous nature of the computation. We use the
fact that the result of a computation must be
independent on the specific delays times of the links,
and impose certain delays on the links that assure
that f~(n logn ) bits are sent. Note that in the synchronous anonymous ring the Boolean AND can be computed with O (n) bits [ASW85], and ~ ( n ) is also a
trivial lower bound for an arbitrary non-constant
function.

centered at the leader.

Thus there is no gap for a chain of processors and for
nngs with a leader. Our gap theorem for anonymous
nngs clearly quantifies the price one has to pay for
closing the chain to a ring and having no distinguished processor. We show that the gap theorem
holds even if the processors have distinct id's, provided that the set of id's from which the distinct id's
are chosen is large enough.
The same gap of fl(n logn) for anonymous
rings does not hold if one counts messages (of arbitrary length) instead of bits. In [ASW85] a nonconstant function was presented that is computable
in O (n) messages on an anonymous ring. This function is only defined for rings of odd size n. It is easy

O(n logn) is the bit complexity inherent to
the ring, since any non-constant function must have
this bit complexity when computed on the ring. Our
research opens many challenging problems concerning gap theorems in distributed computation. Given
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a network of anonymous processors, define the distributed bit (message) complexity of the network to
be the smallest bit (message) complexity of a nonconstant function computed on that network. Intuitively, this complexity measures the minimum effort
needed to coordinate the processors of the network
in any sensible way. This coordination should be
more difficult if the network is highly symmetric.
What parameters of the network correspond to this
complexity? How does this complexity depend on
the connectivity, diameter, etc? Our results show
that the distributed bit complexity of a ring of n processors is O(nlogn ).

Note that in our definition functions do not
depend on the distinct id's. Allowing such a dependence gives rise to simple non-constant functions
that can be computed with O (n) bits: If there are
only n possible id's then the processor having the
smallest id can be considered as a leader and we
have discussed this case above; otherwise, take the
function which equals one iff the distinct id's of the
given ring are the n smallest id's.
2. T H E G E N E R A L L O W E R BOUND ON THE
BIT C O M P L E X I T Y
The main theorem proved in this section is
the following:

In our model we assume that the input of
each processor is a letter of arbitrary alphabet I, i.e.
the functions have the domain I n. We shall assume
that I contains the letter 0. Functions computed on a
ring without a leader must be invariant under circular shifts [ASW85]. The essential property of the
function that we want to capture is that it is nonconstant. Thus we may assume that the non-constant
function is a characteristic function of a non-trivial
subset S of I n for some alphabet I. We shall also
assume that upon termination of the algorithm, every
processor in the ring is either in an "accepting" state
(output 1) or in a "rejecting" state (output 0).

T h e o r e m 1: For a unidirectional ring of n
anonymous processors, the bit complexity of any
non-constant function is £2(nlogn ).
The proof of the theorem will follow from
some lemmas, given below. We will give lower
bounds on the worst case complexity of an arbitrary
algorithm AL that computes the characteristic function of any non-trivial set S of I ,. The first lemma
is similar to Theorem 4.1 of [ASW85]. We repeat
its proof here, since it uses a technique that is
applied in this paper as well. Since the function
value must be the same for all possible delay times
of the asynchronous computation, we may choose
particular delay times for the proofs: all processors
start at time zero, internal computation at a processor
takes no time and links are either blocked (infinite
delay) or are synchronized (it takes exactly one time
unit to traverse the link). For the below lemma we
assume that all links are synchronized. Intuitively,
this keeps the computation symmetric, and causes
the most messages to be sent.

In the next section we first prove the
£2(nlogn) lower bound on the bit complexity for
unidirectional rings with no id's, and then generalize
the result to bidirectional nngs and to tings with id's.
In the third and last section we show that for each
ring size n, there are non-constant functions that can
be computed on a ring of n anonymous processors
by algorithms of O (n log* n) message complexity
and O(nlogn) bit complexity, respectively. The
functions are defined by a recursive application of de
Bruijn sequences.

L e m m a 1: Let AL be an algorithm for a bidirectional ring of n processors. If AL rejects On and
accepts OZ'x for any % then AL requires at least
n [z/2J messages f o r 0 n.

The Gap Theorem with distinct id's assumes
that the id's are chosen from a rather large set. This
raises the open problem of whether t~(n logn ) bits
are required for any non-constant function even if
the set of id's is small (for example 2n). Furthermore, the Gap Theorems should be generalized to
probabilistie models.

Proof: Consider the execution of AL with input On.
The input is completely symmetric. All processors
run the same algorithm and thus are in the same state
of the algorithm w.r.t, each other. At least one
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message is sent by each processor at each time step
until some time step T at which no message is sent.
From now on the processor cannot change any more
due to new messages. Thus the processors terminate
at time T after sending at least n ( T - 1 ) messages
altogether. Now consider a second execution with
input OZ.x. If T_< [z/2J then the processor p [z/2J is
in the same state of the algorithm at time step T in
both executions. Thus in both cases p [z/2J terminates with the same result which is a contradiction. We conclude that at least n [z/2 J messages are
sent in the execution with On as input. []
Without loss of generality, assume that On is
not in S. Otherwise, replace the function and S by
its complement. Let toe I n be a word in S. Consider an execution of the algorithm AL with to as
input and all linked synchronized. Suppose all processors terminate before time t. We use a notion of
"history" of a processor. The sequence of messages
sent by an anonymous processor in an asynchronous
computation will be uniquely determined by its input
and history. In Theorem 1 we first deal with the unidirectional case (all message are received from the
left). For 0_<.s_<t and for l_<i_<n we define hi(s ), the
history of processor i after s time units, to be the
stnng hi(s)--mi(1)L ""Lmi(k), where L is a special symbol and mi(1),..,mi(k) are the messages
(words over the alphabet {0,1}) received by Pi until
(and including) time s, in this order. Note that k
might be smaller than s. Hi=hi(t) is the total history, or simply the history of Pi in this computation.
Note that the total length of Hi is less than twice the
number of bits received by Pi. Thus, a lower bound
on the bit complexity of AL is implied by a lower
bound on the sum of the lengths of the histories of
the processors in a certain computation of AL. The
lower bound on the sum of the lengths will follow
from the fact that dunng a certain execution of AL,
the number of distinct histories of the processors is
O (n) and therefore the below lemma implies that
~(n logn ) bound.
L e m m a 2: Let H 1,..,Hk be k distinct words over an
alphabet
of
size
r.
Then
IH1 [+IH21+" "" +lHk I >(k/2)logr(k/2).
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Proof: Represent the Hi with an r-ary tree, s.t. each
Hi corresponds to a path from the root to an internal
node or a leaf of the tree. In the tree each leaf is
responsible for some Hi but some internal nodes
might not be responsible for any Hi. The case r = l is
trivial and thus consider r > 1. Assume the overall
length of the Hi is minimized. Then in the
corresponding tree all but one node have degree one
and at least half of the nodes are leaves. The lemma
is implied by the fact that the average path length for
an r-ary with v leaves is at least logrv. Proofs of
this fact are usually discussed in connection with the
average case lower bound for the number of comparisons required for sorting (see e.g. [AHU83]). []
Outline of the proof of T h e o r e m 1: An execution
of AL is constructed for which one of the two lemmas implies the lower bound of ~ ( n l o g n ) bits. In
the first case a processor accepts and the input that
contains logn consecutive zeroes. Thus Lernma 1
implies ~ ( n l o g n ) messages. In the second case
there will be an execution with more than n-logn
processors with distinct histories and Lemma 2 gives
an f2(n logn ) bits lower bound.
To simplify notations, assume that t=kn for
some integer k, and let C be a line of t processors,
denoted by p 1,1,P2,1,..,Pn,bP 1,2,..,Pn,k. Informally,
C consists of k copies of the ring R of n processors
that were cut at the link Pn-P 1 and then concatenated to one line of kn processors. Thus, processorpid in C corresponds to the processorpi in the
j th copy of R. W e make C a ring by connecting
Pn,k with p 1,1 by a link which is blocked. Note that
even though every processor in C acts as if it is on a
ring, the block on the link pn,k-P 1,1 makes the global behavior of C to be that of a line of processors.
Let o.~ be the input to C, where Pi d receives
the letter toi as an input, and consider the execution
of AL on C in which all links are synchronized
except for the block on the link Pn,k-P 1,1. For
0~.s_<t the histories hid(s) and Hid of the processor
Pidin C are defined similarly to the histories of the
processors in R given above. Remember that all
processors of R terminate at time t - 1 or before.
Using an argument similar to the "shifting scenario"

argument of [FLM85] we show that Pn and Pn,k act
alike.

(= Pn,k--P 1,1) which is blocked.
L e m m a 5: In the execution of AL on C witl~input 'r
the history of processor pii,j~ (l_<l.~_m) of C is the

L e m m a 3: ProcessOr pn ,k accepts.
Proof: Remember that C consists of k identical
copies of R. Assume for a moment that there is no
block on the linkpn,k-p 1,1, i.e. that all links are synchronized. It is easy to see that in that case
h i,j (s)=hi(s ) for all i ,j and for 0.~s_<t. If we now
restore the block on Pn,k--P 1,1, then by time s, the
block can only effect the s leftmost processors.
Thus at time t - 1 processorpn,k has exactly the same
history that Pn has at time t - 1 and Pn,k accepts
becausepn doesso. []

same as the history ofpii,j, of in the execution of AL
on C with inp_ut cok. In pa~icular, processor
Pi.,j. (=Pn,k) of C accepts.
Proof: This follows from a simple induction of l
using the way C is constructed from C and from the
fact that the input and the history of a processor
determines the messages sent by the processor. []
Corollary 1: For any l_<l.~_m, the number of bits
received by l distinct processors of C in the execution described above is at least (l/4)1og3(l/2).

Observe that there may be many processors
in C with identical (total) histories. We define a
subsequence C of C s.t. all of its processors have
distinct histories at the end of the computation. First
we use C to construct a directed graph,G, and then
construct C from G.

Proof: Let L be a set of l processors in C, and let
p eL. By_Lemma 5, the history o f p in the computation of C is the same as its history in the computation of C. This implies, by Lemma 4, that no two
processors in L have the same history. Thus, by
Lemma 2, the sum of the lengths of the histories of
the processors in L is at least (l/2)1og3(1/2). The
lemma follows by the observation made earlier, that
this sum is less than twice the number of bits
received by these processors. []

The vertices of G are the processors of C,
and there is a directed edge from p to q if q is the
fightmost processor having the same history as the
processor to the right of p . It is easy to see that
there is exactly one edge leaving every processor
except the last processor, Pn,k, and that G contains
no cycles. Thus, G is a directed tree rooted at Pn,k.
C is now the sequence of processors on the unique
path that starts a t p 1,1 and ends atpn~.

Proof of T h e o r e m 1: Let '~' be the first n letters of
x-0* and let m'=min({rn,n}). Consider a computation of AL on 'r' in which the first m ' processors of
C have exactly the same history as the corresponding first m ' processors in the computation of C on
described above, and no message sent by the remaining processors is ever received. Wedistinguish two
cases depending on the length m of C.

L e m m a 4: No two processors of C have the same
history in the execution on C.
Proof: The first processor in C, p 1,1, is the only processor that receives no messages during the computation described above, due to the block on the link
entering it. For the other processors the lemma follows from the fact that for each history H there is at
most one rightmost processorp in C with Ht,=H. []

Case m_<n-logn" By Lemma 5, "c' will be accepted
by at least one processor in R. Since x" ends with
logn zeros, Lemma 1 guarantees that O(nlogn)
messages are required for the input On and the
theorem holds.

Let the sequence of processors C defined
above be C=(pi,j,,.,Pi.j.), and let 'r be the input

Case m>n-logn" By Corollary 1, the total number
of bits received by the first m ' processors is at least
(m'/4)log3(m'/2) which at least ~ ( n logn) and this
completes the proof of Theorem 1. []

length m. Note that Pi,d, gets
coi,=rt as an input. We now run AL with all links
word

(,0il • • • ( 0 i .

of

synchronized except for the link Pi.d.-Pi,d,

The
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proof

of

the

gap

theorem

for

bidirectional fings follows the same general outline,
but is trickier.
T h e o r e m 1': For a bidirectional ring of n
anonymous processors, the bit complexity of any
non-constant function is f~(nlogn ).
Proof: For simplicity, we shall assume that the ring
R is oriented (i.e., all the processors in it agree on
the same "fight" and "left" directions.). Let AL be
an algorithm for a bidirectional ring R of size n, and
assume that it recognizes a non-trivial set S over I n.
Assume further that On is not in S. Let co be a word
in S, and again consider a "synchronized" computation of AL on co. The history of a processor Pi at
time s in such a computation is a string
hi(s)=di(1)mi(1) "'" di(k)mi(k), where di(j) is
either R (for fight) or L (for left), and the mi(j)'s
are the distinct messages received by Pi up to time s,
in this order; mj is received from direction di(j).
Note that the length of Hi is at most two times larger
than the number of bits received by Pi.
Assume that AL accepts co in less than t time
units, where t=nk. Define a line D of 2t=2nk processors as follows: Let C be a line of nk processors
as defined before, and let C ' be the line obtained by
replacing each Pi j in C by p ' i j . D is constructed
by connecting the last processor Pn,k of C with the
first processor p '1,1 of C', and by connecting p ' n ~
top 1,1.
W e consider a particular execution of A L on
D with input co2k. Again internal computation of a
processor takes no time and a message requires
exactly one unit to traverse a link. A processor is
blocked at time s if it receives no messages at time
s or later. In the chosen execution p 1,1 and p 'n,k are
blocked at time one, p 2,1 and Pn-l,k are blocked at
time two, and in general at time s (1~.s_<t), the s
leftmost and the s rightarnostprocessors of D are
blocked. Note that no message sent on the link
P'n,k-P 1,1is ever received and thus D acts as line of
processors. The following stronger version of
L e m m a 3 holds for the above execution on D .

L e m m a 3': Let Pi,j [ P ' i j ] be the sth leftrnost
[rightrnost] processor in D
(l~_<t).
Then

hij(t)=hi(s-1).

That is, at the end of the above
execution on D , the history of the s th leftmost
[nghtmost] processor in D is equal to that of the
corresponding processor in R after s - 1 time units.
In particular, Pn,k and p "1,1 accept. []
Since every n consecutive processors in D
corresponds to the n processors of R , Lemma 3'
implies:
Corollary 3: Let R ' be a set of n consecutive processors in D corresponding to a copy of R. Then the
sum of the lengths of their histories is not larger than
the sum of the lengths of the histories of the processors in R . []
With the sequence D described above we
associate a digraph similar to the one associated with
C : The vertices are the processors in D ; recall that
D = C "C'; there is an edge from each processorp in
C to the nghtmost processor in C which has the
same history as the fight neighbor of p , and there is
an edge from each processor p ' in C ' to the leRmost
processor in C ' which has the same history as the
left neighbor of p ' . We also add an extra edge from
the leftmost processor in C', P'l,h tO the nghtmost
processor of C, Pn,k. It is easily observed that this
graph is a directed graph rooted at Pn,k. C (C') are
then taken to be the unique paths f r o m p 1,1 (P'n,k) tO
Pn,k. D is the concatenation C "C '.
The construction of C and C ' guarantees that
no two processors in C or in C ' have the same history in the execution on D described above, hence at
most two processors in D have the same history.
The proof that there is a computation on D in which
every processor has the same history it has in the
computation on D is similar to the proof of Lemma
5 for the unidirectional case. Using the above, we
bound the number of bits received by any l distinct
processors in C or in C ' by (l/4)1og4(l/2).
Let m be the length of D . In the case where
m_<n we can pad D with n - m processors that
receive input zero. As in the proof Theorem 1, the
messages sent by these n - m processors never reach
their target. According to Lemma 3' Pn,k accepts.
By distinguishing two cases depending on whether
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m_<n-logn or not, one can complete the proof of
Theorem 1' as before, provided that m An.
However if m >n then one cannot proceed as
in the unidirectional case. If we would cut the first
m processors of D , then the last processor does not
receive the proper messages from the fight and the
proof requires modification. For b =l,...,k, let Db be
a linear arrangement of 2nb processors (Dk=D);
observe that Db+l is obtained by inserting a line of
2n processors between the left and the fight halves
of Db.
For each Db consider a computation on input
o~-b , and use it to define Db, b=l,...,k. Let mb be the
number of processors in Db. Then one can verify
that mb+l-m b is bounded by the number of distinct
histories in the set of the 2n consecutive processors
Of Db+l--Db. Also, we have that:
(i) m 1_<2n (since D ] has only 2n processors),
(ii) mk>n (by the assumption ohm=ink), and
(iii) m 1-<m2-< . • • -<mk (by inclusion).
This implies that either there exists a b such that

mb+l--mb_>-~- (with m ~ 0 ) , or there is a b such that

T h e o r e m 2: For a bidirectional ring of n processors
with distinct id's, the bit complexity of any nonconstant function is f2(nlogn ), provided that the set
of id's that can be assigned to the processors is large
enough.
Proof: Assume for contradiction that there is an
algorithm AL of bit complexity o (n logn )t computing a non-constant function and let Z be the set of
possible id's, with IZ I->n2nn. Let Hz be the set of
possible extended histories that can occur at a processor with id z e Z when AL is executed. Since the
length of the history of a processor is at most three
times the number of bits received by that processor,
the assumption on the bit complexity of AL implies
that the set of all possible extended histories
H=L.2H z is of cardinality o(2nt°gn)=o(n'Z).

z~Z

Denote z-=aLZ" if Hz=Hz'. The relation =--ALpartitions Z into at most 21HI =o(2 nn) = o ( Z ~ n )
equivalence classes. Thus, there must be n distinct
id's in Z which belong to the same equivalence
c l a s s . . B y restricting the id's to this equivalence
class, the proof of the anonymous case applies
directly. []

-~.~-rnb--<n.
In the former case we have that there are 2n
consecutive processors in Db+] which have at least
distinct histories. This implies that there are n

2
consecutive processors in Db+l which have at least
n distinct histories and the lower bound follows
from by Lemma 2 and Corollary 3. In the second
case a proof similar to that of Theorem 1, with mb
replacing m', implies the result. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1'. []
Surprisingly the gap remains for rings with
id's if the set of possible id's is large enough relative
to n. To prove this, we define ehi(s), the extended
history of the processor Pi at time s, to be a string
ti(1)di(1)mi(1).., ti(k )di(k )mi(k ), where the di(j)s
and the miU)s are, as before, directions and messages, and the ti U)s are either I if the corresponding
message was received by Pi, or O if it was sent by it.

3. F U N C T I O N S C O M P U T A B L E
SMALL N U M B E R OF MESSAGES

WITH

A

In [ASW85] a non-constant function was
presented that is computable in O (n) messages. This
function is the characteristic function for strings of
the pattern 0(01)*, i.e. the function is one if the input
stnng is of this pattern or a cyclical shift thereof, and
zero otherwise. Unfortunately, the pattern requires
that the ring size n is odd. Similar patterns can be
found for string lengths whose smallest non-divisor
is constant. However, we were not able to find nonconstant functions for arbitrary ring size that have
linear message complexity. In this section we exhibit a function with "almost linear" message complexity, i.e. O (n log*n ), that is defined for arbitrary
ring size. As a by-product of the construction, we
introduce a set that can be recognized with
t f (n)=o (g (n)) if lim f : - ~ - = 0 .
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0 (nlogn) bit complexity, showing that the
~(nlogn ) bounds on the bit complexity given in the
previous section are tight. All our algorithm are unidirectional. It is easy to derive symmetric bidirectional versions of them s.t. the message complexity
increases by only a constant factor.
First we define a pattern which is based on
the de Bruijn sequences [B46] that can be recognized
in O(nlogn) messages. The algorithm which
achieves this bound is presented. It will be used
log* n - 1 times (each time with different parameters)
in an algorithm that recognizes another pattern in
O (n log* n ) messages.
For the definition of log*n let g0=l and

gi+l=2g'; log*n is the minimum i s.t. gi_>n. Note
that gi_l_>logn. A de Bruijn Sequence 13k is a
sequence of 2 k bits with the property that each
binary string of length k occurs in ~k exactly once as
a cyclical substring [B46]. For each k there are
many such sequences (see e.g. [E79]). During the
discussion here, ~k will be a fixed de Bruijn
sequence, that starts with Ok .
We will use prefixes of ~ to construct patterns recognizable with a small number of messages.
Let rCk,n, for n .~.k, be the first n bits of I~. Assume
we want to recognize the pattern ~k,n.
The algorithm will first check whether the
input string fulfills a local condition for legality. Let
¢o=col • • • co,, be a cyclical string of length n. Then
col is legal w.r.t, rCk,n if the 2 k - 1 bits to the left of
coi appended with col produces a string that occurs as
a cyclical substfing in nk,n. If all bits of co are legal
then this string must be equal to ~k,n or a close relative thereof. Note that the k in the algorithms will
be much smaller than n.
L e m m a 7: If all n bits of a string co are legal w.r.t.
r~km, then some cyclical shift of co is in the language
L =(~k+~ k m (mod2k))* .
Proof: Let x be the longest cyclical substnng of co
occurring as a cyclical subword of some word in L.
From the definition of legality it follows that either "c
can be enlarged, i.e. it is not the longest such

substring, or'c=co. []
Note that the lemma implies that Ok appears
at least once in co. At some point of the algorithm,
the processors that are preceded by Ok will take
charge. The lemma guarantees that these processors
always exist.
Our first algorithm is to recognize (output
one) Uk,, as well as cyclical shifts thereof. On all
other inputs the output is zero. The algorithm
requires O (kn) messages and it only works if 2 k
does not divide n. The minimum such k might be
small and in the worst case the choice of
k= [logn]+l leads to a bound of O (nlogn).
Algorithm A (k ,n ):
For every processor in parallel do
A1.
Send your bit to the right neighbor and forward 2 k - 1 bits to the right neighbor.
A2.
After having received 2 k - 1 bits check
whether your bit is legal w.r.t, rCk,n. If your bit
is not legal, send a zero-message to the right
and terminate with output zero.
A3.
If you receive a zero-message forward it and
terminate with output zero.
A4.
If you are succeeded by Ok, initiate an
X-counter message with count one.
Otherwise forward the first X-counter message
received after increasing its counter by one.
A5.
If you initiated an X-counter and receive an
X-counter with count n(mod2k), initiate
Y-counter with count one.
Otherwise forward the first Y-counter received
after increasing its counter by one.
A6.
If you initiated a Y-counter and receive a Ycounter with count n, initiate a one-message
and terminate with result one.
If you initiated a Y-counter and receive a
counter <n, initiate a zero-message and terminate with result zero.
Otherwise, i.e. if you did not initiate a Ycounter, forward the message you receive and
terminate with output zero if it was a zeromessage and with output one if it was a onemessage.
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The above lernma guarantees that there is
either an illegal bit in co or there is at least one processor succeeded by Ok. Thus at least one X-counter
message is initiated. Together with the assumption
that n~O(mod2 k) the lemma guarantees that there
will be at least one X-counter ending with count
n (mod2 k) and therefore at least one Y-counter will
be initiated. If there is more than one such counter
initiated then this will lead to a zero message and the
output will be zero. Only in the case where all bits
are legal and exactly one processor receives its own
Y-counter with count n the result of A (k ,n ) is one.
In that case the input must be a cyclical shifts of
~k,n. If 2 k divides n, either at least two or no Ycounters can be started in Step A5. Thus the algorithrn either terminates with output zero or does not
terminate, respectively, and in the latter case the
input must be a cyclical shift of a pattern of the form

and n ' ==--~--.
n
An outline of algorithm B is given
log n
below:
Algorithm B (outline):
For every processor in parallel do
B 1. Send your input to your left neighbor and forward log* n - 1 inputs.
If The number of # signs you have received is
not exactly one, terminate with output zero and
initiate a zero-message.
n
# signs in the
log n
input all of which are exactly log*n apart.*)
B2. go=l
For phase i=1 to l o g * n - 1 do
(*At this point there are

gi =2g~-1
Run A (gi,n') on the i-th processors following the # signs.
All other processors just forward messages
without changing counts.
If any processors receives a one- or a
zero-message then this message is forwarded and the processor terminates.

13L
It is easy to see that all steps except Step A1
require O(n) messages. In Step A1, O(kn) messages are sent. Note that the O (n) counter messages
requires O (nlogn) bits. The correcmess proof is
summarized in the following lemma which shows
that the lower bound of Theorem 1 on the bit complexity of non-constant functions is tight.
L e m m a 8: Let n~C:O(mod2k). The Algorithm
A (k ,n ) recognizes ~k,n and cyclical shifts thereof in
0 (kn) messages and O ((k+logn)n ) bits. []
We now apply the A(k,n) altogether
n log* n - 1 times in an Algorithm B that computes a
non-constant function in O (n log* n) messages. For
convenience we use a three letter input alphabet:
{0,1,#}. With an encoding scheme two letters would
suffice. We further assume that log*n divides n.
Otherwise A (log* n , n ) computes a non-constant
function in O (n log*n ) messages, which implies the
desired bound.
Algorithm B first checks whether the input is
of the form #{O,1}log'n-l). If so then it recognizes
the following string or cyclical shifts thereof: starting from some #-sign the i-th bits following the # signs form the stnng ~g,,n', where l_<i_<nlog*n-1

The above outline of algorithm B has two
draw backs: the first is that if, for some i, 2g' divides
n', then the execution of phase i of B2 will never
terminate. The second is that even if the algorithm
terminates, step B2 has a high bit complexity: Note
that glog.n_l>-logn and therefore ~ ( n l o g n ) messages are sent during the last loop (in Step A1).
Both these problems are solved by introducing special distributor processors at each phase,
which are the only processors that initiate Step A 1 of
that phase. In the first phase all the processors
located to the right of the #-signs are distributors. At
the end of phase i all processors to the right of the
processors that initiated an X-counter and received
an X-counter of count 2g'=gi+l become distributors
for phase i+1. Note that these distributors will be
distance gi+llog*n apart. The distributors of phase
i+1 start executing on the i+1 phase even though A5
and A6 of phase i might not be completed. In phase
i+1 the (i+l)-st bits need to know the 2gi+1-1 previous (i+l)-st bits (Step A1). This expensive task can
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now be achieved by the distributors in a linear
number of messages.
Since execution is asynchronous, different
processors might not be in the same phase. In some
phase a zero- or a one-message must be created.
Before a one-message is created, a Y-counter messages travels around the ring and this counter message can check whether the input is of the required
form. Note that the last phase will certainly cause a
processor to terminate since

[E79]
[FLM85]

2gnl°g'n-t_>n does not

divide n ' n
-nl~"

[H68]

In each phase only a linear number of messages are sent. Since there are log*n phases the
overall message bound is n log* n.
[MZ85]
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